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Welcome to
CoCoChu......

All the latest news @ CoCoChu......
Good Afternoon CoCoChuers,
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MORE BIG NEWS TO SHARE IN ALICE"S

NEWSLETTER BELOW..........WOW!@
Matthew 7:13-14 & Romans 12:2  Do you tend to be different or “go with the flow”?
There is a tension between our culture and Biblical Christian life, so let’s look at
“swimming upstream.”
  
Downstream is More Natural – In a river, if you sit in a boat and don’t do
anything, you go downstream. When we look at Scripture (the Beatitudes, the Fruit
of the Spirit, etc.) the Bible’s teachings are not what comes naturally. In our own
lives, it can be easier to “go along to get along” and give free reign to our inclinations.
However…
 
The Christian is Called to Swim Upstream – Occasionally, in a river, you might
want to go upstream, like salmon that are compelled to swim upriver. The Bible
shows us clearly that the Christian lifestyle and values go against the grain and that
we are called to this change even though it puts us at odds with others.  You may
have experienced this in your own life.
 
Challenges to Swimming Upstream – In nature, challenges to getting upriver
include weakness, current, obstacles, and more. In our Christian lives, challenges
include the sinful flesh, and traditions, opposition, and persecution. You may have
sinful tendencies you are still overcoming.       You may have family members who are
not walking with Christ. Work situations may push us to compromise and make
faithfulness more difficult.
 
Helps for Swimming Upstream – Better strength and outside help can assist in
going up a river, and I think of the fishways or fish ladders that let salmon get past
dams. In the Christian life of bucking the current, the Bible points us to the help of
Godly priorities, Godly discipline and strength, the Word and prayer, the Holy Spirit,
and encouragement from other Christians.

We are called to be "holy troublemakers" that swim upstream against a
current that everyone else is following. It's a hard and holy road.....that
does not accept the world as it is.  But we have help from a loving God
who guides us every step of the way. 

What's been going on at CoCoChu virtual office 

Peter W and Alice as new members of "Steering Group" have been interviewing
some recommended architects that we were given to us sometime last year. It
would be good to have an idea of who could work with the church and young



would be good to have an idea of who could work with the church and young
people on a project so have been meeting some folk via Zoom. Thanks, both!
Katherine and I have put together the advert for a new cleaner which will be
shared publicly over the weekend. If anyone in the church is interested in this
role please feel free to apply, this will be available on the vacancies section on
our website by Monday. Or contact Jill.
Alice's computer has had some Microsoft tech issues that we are trying to
resolve. Aron is awesome at tech and has been helping me out....We tried right,
Aron?!
Amy and Aron have written a little section in Alice's newsletter below, with
social distancing etc it's not been possible to formally introduce them both but
below is a bit about them, they are settling in well to the quirks of CoCoChu!
Welcome to the A-team!
Freda has been in the building with the plumber and the time has come to
replace the tap in the kitchen. This is being done today! Thanks for sorting
Freda. The youth team have also noticed the lights in the church hall (top lot)
were very hot so we have an electrician coming out. The building is not open
for all at the moment but if you do go in please do not use those lights.
I have done a BIG order for the summer programme: Tug of war, egg and
spoons, sack races, 
Alice and the A-Team have been setting up at Silver Street ready for the start of
our summer programme. Shelving has been set-up at the office and its looking
GOOD!!

                                      

Katherine has finished off the year 6 bags that will be handed out on Friday
from CoCoChu and Colwall Youth Project. Please pray for all those leaving
Primary school. Such a difficult time to transition with all the change over
these past few months. In fact, pray for all children everywhere, that they will
have a lovely summer despite the pandemic hovering over us! Pray that God
will be with them all and they would look above and see a God who is in charge
and loves them dearly. Parents too require equal prayer for sanity, peace, to
take one day at a time to invest in our families and have some fun!!!



take one day at a time to invest in our families and have some fun!!!
We had a full virtual Team meeting this week: Alice, Aron, Amy, Me,
Katherine! A full Team!

                                        

                                         

Other notices

Coronavirus Care Colwall
Colwall Coronavirus Careline (CCC)
 
With the easing of lockdown measures and some lessening in demand for its services,
CCC is reducing the hours during which volunteers are able to take calls for
assistance to between 9 am to 12noon (Monday to Saturday). Please do your best to
reassure those you may know or others you may come across needing help that CCC
remains ‘open for business’ in its continuing support for Colwall residents.
 
The CCC number is 07452 928 226 and email is colwallcoronaviruscare@gmail.com

We are advertising for a cleaner
The new cleaner advertisement will be sent out over the weekend. If you are
interested in this role please contact Jill from Monday.

Annual Leave

mailto:colwallcoronaviruscare@gmail.com


Annual Leave
I will be on annual leave next week. If you need anything urgently please contact a
member of the Leadership Team; Katherine will be assisting and preparing the
PowerPoint for Sunday Service.

Thursday Prayers
Did you know Thursday prayers has been running for a year?! Wow, awesome work
Katherine! Especially as someone who is not keen, shall we say, on early mornings!
This will be taking a break over the summer and will be back in September.

This Sunday 
ASLAN kids groups @ 10 AM
The next person in our Bible Heroes series is Gideon. You can read his story in
Judges 6 and 7.  Here are three activities to go with the story - a spot-the-difference,
a maze and a Gideon story crossword. Gideon is an example of God choosing or
doing the unexpected - something He does a lot so here is also a link to another video
showing 15 clever and unexpected ways to upcycle stuff!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGqfWvm4TnQ
KIDS ACTIVITIES

ZOOM @ 10.30 AM 
Katherine is hosting this Sunday 
Rob will be sharing from our "Imperfect Heroes" series "Gideon".
We are really looking forward to it...
 
Heres the Zoom Link for Sunday:

https://zoom.us/j/841926331

To dial in by phone: 0203 695 0088 and enter the meeting ID
followed by the #
The meeting password is: 290236

Don't forget to read the updates from Alice ..... Another busy and exciting
week for Alice! 

Lots of CoCoChu Love 
xxxx
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Want to share in giving?
CoCoChu is entirely supported by the giving of people who come here. If you would like to

speak to someone about giving, then see anyone of the leadership team who can point you
in the right direction. 

Our giving is totally anonymous to all but the =nance team – most people give by standing
order, but if you prefer there is a black box for offerings and donations on the welcome

desk. If you are a tax payer please do sign a Gift Aid form to enable the church to recover
tax and make the money go further. Once completed these can be put in the black box.

Bank details if you need them are: Colwall Community Church 09-01-54 73133709.
By everything I did, I showed how you should work to help everyone who is weak.
Remember that our Lord Jesus said, "More blessings come from giving than from

receiving." Acts 20:35
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